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Bosal Warranty
STANDARD WARRANTY FOR EXHAUST
Limited Warranty to Buyers for Resale – Excluding lifetime warranty items (see form BosalUSA limited
lifetime v20200501), VFM and Flex, the manufacturer warrants all exhaust system parts against defects
in workmanship and material for a period of 2 years to buyers for resale. This warranty shall not apply to
any exhaust system part which has been subject to abnormal use, negligence, or blown out by “backfire”,
accident, nor does it cover labor charges or any other claim incidental to replacing a defective part. This
warranty is not directed to consumers and manufacturer does not warranty parts to consumers, but only to
buyers for resale. Your invoice to the customer must accompany all claims. All defective merchandise is to
be held or returned freight prepaid for the inspection by this manufacturer who will make disposition as the
condition warrants. Final decision as to whether or not merchandise is actually defective is to be made by
manufacturer. This warranty does not cover modified exhaust or emission systems or converters that have
been modified or installed on a vehicle for which they have not been cataloged. Any warranties implied in fact
or by law (which includes, among others, warranties of merchantability and warranties of fitness for purpose)
shall only be valid for one year from the date of purchase of such exhaust system parts.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY FOR SELECTED EXHAUST
All units included on BosalUSA limited lifetime v20200501 (see www.bosalusa.com for details) are subject
to the same terms and conditions listed under the Standard Warranty, but manufacturer will warrant the unit
for the life of the vehicle. This warranty is not transferable and ceases immediately upon change of vehicle
ownership. This policy applies to all units shipped from manufacturer’s location on or after May 1, 2020 and is
not considered retroactive.

WARRANTY FOR VFM EXHAUST AND FLEX
Same terms and conditions apply as listed under Standard Warranty for Exhaust except that warranty period
is for one year on all units.

CATALYTIC CONVERTER WARRANTY
BosalUSA warrants that this catalytic converter is free from defects in material and workmanship. This
catalytic converter has been designed and manufactured to meet the emissions performance requirements
specified by the Federal EPA and the California Air Resource Board (CARB.) For 49-State Catalytic
Converters: When the vehicle is properly maintained, the catalytic converter is warranted to meet such
requirements for 25,000 miles from the date of installation. For California Catalytic Converters: When the
vehicle is properly maintained, the catalytic converter is warranted to meet such requirements for 5 years or
50,000 miles, whichever comes first, from the date of installation.
BosalUSA further warrants the catalytic converter’s external shell for 5 years or 50,000 miles, whichever

comes first, from date of installation. Additionally, BosalUSA further warrants end-pipes and other exhaust
attachments (those being attached during the original manufacturing process and otherwise unaltered during
installation) against defects in material and workmanship, for 2 years, from date of installation, and the
Standard Warranty for Exhaust applies to these pieces.
The BosalUSA warranty is void if the catalytic converter is not properly installed on the vehicle for which it is
designed and cataloged, if it has been altered or repaired, or if it has been damaged by negligence, accident
or mishandling. BosalUSA assumes no liability for catalytic converter failures related to engines not operating
within original equipment specifications, to vehicles with an illegal add-on devise or modified part, or to use
specialty fuels, lubricants or additives.
For sales in California and installations on vehicles registered in California, this warranty covers the full
replacement cost, including parts and labor, for all other sales, this warranty provides a replacement part
only, provided that the part is returned to an authorized dealer, along with the proof of purchase and properly
completed warranty claim certificate. If the warranty claim relates to emissions performance, proof of failure
of emissions inspection test or presence of an OBD-II Diagnostic Trouble Code indicating Insufficient Catalyst
Efficiency must be provided. Documentation showing the vehicle’s current state of tune is also required.
BosalUSA reserves the right to determine what constitutes the vehicle’s proper operating condition.
No other warranty expressed or implied, including merchantability, applies to the catalytic converter, nor
is any person or company authorized to assume any other warranty. BosalUSA does not assume any
responsibility for any consequential damages occasioned by the catalytic converter, or inconvenience or
interruption in any operation. The warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may also have other rights
that vary from state to state. There is no warranty on 1.) clogged converters, 2.) melted or contaminated
substrates, or 3.) noise levels.

